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Abstract
Ever started from the introduction of non-fungible tokens (NFTs), NFTs have shown time and again
that they have the potential of changing the conventional arts and gaming world. The emergence of
NFTs promises a new and exciting directions where players take up even more critical roles in the
gaming economy and receive well customized rewards in the process.
Today, this GameFi – DeFi gaming paradigm has begun to take shape as game developers are increasingly
adopting blockchain technology to give their games an even more extraordinary experience.

What is GameFi – Free to Play, Play to Earn?
An NFT game combines conventional gaming designs with unconventional
game mechanisms to let users have more control over in-game assets like
skins, characters, weapons, virtual lands and much more. This is made
possible by launching games on blockchains and tie up them with digital
asset-powered economies. These digital assets are often NFTs so that
they are distinguishable and tamper-proof. The adoption of NFT token
standards also allows developers to preserve the rarity and uniqueness of
some of these in-game items. This is why some blockchain game assets
are considered more expensive than others.

NFT

With this system in place, the players can claim ownership of game assets
through 3 main strategies. They could create or breed new characters,
purchase digital items on native or third-party marketplaces, or unlock
and earn new items. Whichever way you choose to access these game
assets, you have exclusive ownership rights over them. In essence, you
can distribute or sell them and earn from such trades. This is why this
gaming model is called “Play-to-Earn”.
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Abstract

What Are The Top NFT Games?

Like all emerging and established sectors, certain platforms have positioned themselves as the main
highlight of the NFT gaming world. These games are at the forefront of the current NFT trend
because they have successfully integrated NFTs with popular game themes. As such, players get to
play some of their favourite game genres and at the same time engage with a proﬁtable NFT market.
The table below has shown the top NFT games that having market cap at least more than 100million
worth and it is still consider an early-stage adoption on their communities. The nature design of the
gaming economy has spice up the daily trading size up to 800 million USD, just simply because every
player is assigned with the similar routine goals and missions to achieve.

For an example, Axie Inﬁnity is a blockchain game based on Ethereum featuring adorable creatures
known as Axies that launched in 2018. No two Axies are the same. Each is unique, with strengths and
weaknesses based on its genes. The goal of this game is to breed, raise, and battle Axies. You can also
trade Axies on the marketplace with other players. Furthermore, the game allows players to earn Axie
Inﬁnity Shards (AXS) tokens while playing. AXS is the governance token in the game that gives players
the right to vote for key decisions. It also acts as a currency on the Axie marketplace.
Therefore, you will notice that NFT games adopt popular gaming genres, though in combination with
blockchain elements, particularly ideal for establishing rarity and uniqueness. As such, NFT games are
not all that difﬁcult to play. They are also enjoyable and highly rewarding, as in the case of Axie Inﬁnity,
where some players are able to earn a decent income.
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Hero Park is a combination of DeFi + Game infrastructure which brings out the fun of DeFi gaming
world not just purchasing an NFT as collectibles. We are concerned to create the same standard of
demand and utilizations of the particular NFT that everyone owns to ensure it reaches the same
value for every adoption in the gaming economy.
Hero Park is deployed on the Binance Smart Chain where it is one of the most viable usage and also
cheaper in terms of gas to utilise. We convert and create story-driven blockchain games with liquidity
proof via the relationship of the platform native token and each in-game reward tokens that built on
BEP-20. Besides, all Hero Park Gaming are integrated with related NFT series in the format of
BEP-721 to preserve the rarity and uniqueness of some of these in-game items.

Vision
Why we started Hero Park?
The inception of the Hero Park idea was on
August 2021, our team's initial plan was to fork
Axie Inﬁnity and imitate it on every possible
aspect as we see the potential of a lower entry
cost Axie like game. Who doesn't like to be part
of new game servers where that player can apply
his or her existing experience and knowledge, but
with everything time back to origin? However,
the deeper our commitments are put into the
development and planning, we come to realize
there are different problems rooted in all the
NFT games, and we thought maybe we could
make a difference!
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The Problem

1

Pay to Win

The conventional gaming problem of veterans
losing the competition to richer players with
less skill, this will create fast growth of disparity
between the poor and the rich.

2

Overpopulated
Pets /
Characters

If there isn't a proper balancing mechanism,
overpopulation will surely happen and weaker
pet's value will eventually crash and leave no
liquidity

3

Absence of
Player
Hierarchy
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Some games have been a huge success as it
provides enjoyment to all different hierarchy of
players, players get to match with other players
that are at the same range of capabilities.

#001122
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Introduction

Mission

Construct Hero Park - GameFi

1st Phase Mission
Hero Park is going to build a GameFi ecosystem that structured on the growing DeFi ecosystem and
combines it with gaming through unique NFTs. Also, by using Staking, Liquidity Farming, and NFTs
creating the GameFi infrastructure. This gives Hero Park users the unique ability to play for free and
to earn.

$HP - IGO (Initial Game Offering)
Hero Park is offering the ﬁrst ever blockchain game-oriented native token to our communities. $HP
is a BEP-20 based token which act as the platform native token for Hero Park. It serves as the
medium to reward communities, also used as utility token to spend for NFT gaming assets for
upcoming games that will publish on Hero Park store and marketplace.
$HP also serves as governance token for holders to vote on the future direction of “Construct Hero
Park “. Furthermore, it acts as the key access to the latest airdrop or participate in new whitelist of
IGO projects on Hero Park.
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Hero Crush

2nd Phase Mission
After 1st phase roadmap, Hero Park will focus in presenting the ﬁrst NFT game under Hero Park –
“ Hero

Crush ” to the communities. Hero Crush is an idle trading game based on Binance Smart

Chain where players use their free time to idle and proﬁt from the game. New player needs to collect
at least three heroes’ cards from the Hero Crush gaming card series in order to kick start the gameplay.
There are several more types of NFT gaming cards can be unlocked by the player through achieving
the daily quest and missions, which included the equipment, mounts, lands and troops cards.
There are four kinds of gameplay in Hero Crush: Dungeon, P vs P Arena, Honour Hunting, Warzone.
Each of the gameplay session allowed player plays to earn $HBT (Hero Bounty Token). This $HBT is
a versatile in-game token that is needed for various actions such as unlocking new trading cards,
virtual lands and perform card fusion. It is also a tradeable token in Pancake Swap.
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Hero Park Native Token ($HP)
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$HP is deployed on Binance Smart Chain, it is suitable for mass adoption and lower transaction cost.
The beneﬁt will lead to the success of Hero Park ecosystem.
$HP is created with a limited supply to allow maximise increment in the future. The token creation
format is as below.

Max Supply

($HP)

10,000,000,000
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$HP Token Allocation
Gaming

35%

3% Private Sale
7%

Presale

5% Ecosystem
Funds

5% Liquidity

Reserves

5% Marketing

10% Team
Staking

15%
15%

Farming

GameFi
(Gaming + Staking + Farming)

Allocation Type

% of Supply

Token Allocation

Private Sale

3%

300,000,000

Presale

7%

700,000,000

Gaming

35%

3,500,000,000

Staking

15%

1,500,000,000

Farming

15%

1,500,000,000

Team

10%

1,000,000,000

Marketing

5%

500,000,000

Ecosystem Funds

5%

500,000,000

Liquidity Reserves

5%

500,000,000

Total

100%

10,000,000,000
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Hero Staking (Earn)

By staking in $HP Pool with your $HP token, you can harvest more $HP token from the 15% of the
staking reserve while waiting to involve in the real game.
The staking rewards will start with 50 million $HP/month and increase 10million every month until it
reaches 80 million $HP/month. These rewards are going to share among the stakes through
proof-of-stake (POS) method. After the sixth month of staking schedule, the monthly rewards will
start to reduce every consecutive month with 7% reduction rate.
This reduction is mainly to maintain a healthy circulation supply of $HP token. With the deflationary mechanism kicked start, this eventually will encourage more $HP token holder to switch their staking portfolio to the GameFi.
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Hero Farms
(Earn More)
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Hero Farms (Earn More)

Hero who supports the liquidity in the Hero Farms could earn extra $HP. Hero can support the liquidity of all the top yield pairing and earn $HP. Hero can start to farm in $HP-BNB LP and $HBT-$HP LP
pairs on Hero Park during the gameplay starts. The farming reward will start with 20 million/month
distribution for 6 months and it will inflate 1% every month until the 60 th month.
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HERO NFT Mining

Hero can purchase chest box by using $HP to
obtain Hero NFT cards on the 3rd month after
the end of private sale. These Hero NFTs are
able to stake in respective mining pool to
harvest $HBT to ready for future Hero Crush
usage.
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7.1 Chest Box
There are 3 classes of Hero cards in every share card series: uncommon, rare, and
legendary. Each Hero card is packaged in a chest box. Each chest box contained one
random card out of the 3 classes from any single above-mentioned series. The
distribution of the Hero cards will separate into few turns and each turn is allocated
with 1050 chest boxes.

Volume of cards
Probability
Difﬁculty Level

600
57.14%
1

Uncom
mon

Rare

Volume of cards
Probability
Difﬁculty Level

300
28.57%
2

Legendary
Volume of cards
Probability
Difﬁculty Level

150
14.29%
3

Difﬁculty : Easy ( 1 < 2 < 3 < 4 ) Hard
Difﬁculty: Easy (1<2<3) Hard
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7.2 NFT Mining Reward
Every series of chest box are pre-allocated with 1,000,000,000 $HBT / month as mining reward. These rewards will
distribute evenly to three NFT staking pools (uncommon/rare/legendary). The reward distribution is as below:

Uncommon

Epic

Legendary

600

300

150

Probability

57.14%

28.57%

14.29%

Rewards Allocation

33.33%

33.33%

33.33%

Month Reward / NFT($HBT)

555,555.55
$HBT

1,111,111.11
$HBT

2,222,222.22
$HBT

Estimated APR (%)
(Example: 1$HP = 1,000$HBT,
1$HP = $0.03 & 1BNB=$500)

40%

80%

160%

Number of cards

Remark: All NFT mining reward will end once GameFi has started.
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HERO SWAP
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Hero Swap (Trade)

ZAP

SWAP

Decentralized swap function is an essential feature that all heroes in the family would love to have.
We use Zap and Swap to meet heroes’ need for exchanging preferable tokens or LP tokens to ease
the process of joining in stake and farms.
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NFT Marketplace
build by Heroes
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NFT Marketplace - build by Heroes

NFT Marketplace

Hero Park will provide a project display platform for more outstanding individual and team developers, and
any high-quality products that contribute to the development of NFT sector will be able to land on
Hero Park through application.
Furthermore, Hero Park will list the ﬁrst trading card series for “ Hero Crush” game that included all
types of NFT products such as the gaming character, equipment, mount and troop.
Every trade in this NFT Marketplace incurs with 5% transaction fees in the form of $HP. This 5%
charges will then 50% used to buyback $HBT to burn, and balance of the $HP direct proceed to burn.
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Gameplay –
“Hero Crush”
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10.1 Hero Crush Gameplay
Hero Crush is the ﬁrst NFT game that published by Hero Park. Every player needs at least
one Hero to start the gameplay in Hero Crush. Players can always start with beginner bundle
pack that selling in Hero store.

Farming for the in the game currencies
There are four game sessions that allow players to play and earn Hero Bounty Token($HBT) as daily
rewards and competing to win the prizes in leader board.

1
3

Dungeon (vs Ai)

Honour Hunting
(vs BOSS)

2
4

P vs P

(vs Players, 24Hrs
offline live battling)

World War
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Battling

VS

Players can start the game in the ﬁrst session
– Dungeon to build their armed forces by
collecting new troops card. Every new troop
card needs to be unlocked by using some $HP
& $HBT tokens. Furthermore, it also required
some $HBT tokens to expand the military land in
order to place the squad.

Moreover, player can also battle in P vs P Arena against other players, and perform levelling up
through collecting the winning trophy in order to stand a chance to unlock rare and legendary troop
or hero cards. The top ranking in the leader board will also win special prize with limited legendary
NFTs. Other sessions also included world boss’s challenges in Honour Hunting and join in the world
war with your clans in the War Zones. All gameplay sessions serve a chance for player to unlock
different type of gaming cards and earn $HBT tokens.

Collecting and speculating on rare cards
During gameplay, players able to collect different
rarity cards and some are super limited supply
cards that not able to buy from the starter
bundle or spending numbers of $HP. Therefore, it
creates a supply and demand mechanism that
brings some of the rare cards easily being
speculated on the marketplace.
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Fusion and selling them in Marketplace
There’s only a no war zone in the game, which is the Fusion Temple that allow all players to fuse their
NFT cards for up level. The fusion process required NFT cards with same attribute and level in order
to complete the fusion and it required certain $HBT.

Card Types

How to level up

Activation
Requirement

Fusion
Requirement

Ownership
Transfer

Marketplace

Hero

Fusion with same star hero

HP + HBT

HBT

Yes

Bid / Buy / Sell

Troops

Fusion with same star troop

HP + HBT

HBT

Yes

Bid / Buy / Sell

Equipment

Fusion with same star equipment

HP + HBT

HBT

Yes

Bid / Buy / Sell

Mount

Fusion with same star mount

HP + HBT

HBT

Yes

Bid / Buy / Sell

#112233
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Battle Pass
Player can choose to purchase season battle pass with $HP and $HBT to unlock more rewards during
gameplay.
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10.2 Hero Bounty Token ($HBT)

Total Supply (HB)

Unlimited

Network

BSC

Every player maximum daily reward

TBD with maximum daily reward cap under the generation of liquidity
from $HP token under gaming reserve.

Token distribution

Dungeon (30%), P vs P Arena (30%), Honour Hunting (30%),
World War (10%)

Token minting through gameplay
List in Pancake Swap with the pair $HBT-$HP
Liquidity from: Block rewards from $HP token’s gaming token reserve
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First Phase

Second Phase
- Dungeon enchancement
(Players able to spend
HB to expand the troops
slots)
- Play PvP to obtain new
Heroes NFT

- 1 hero NFT to start
the game
- Dungeon Quest
(Limited army slots)
- Hall of Fusion
- Marketplace
- PvP Arena Basic
- PvP World Ranking
Board

Third Phase
- Honor Hunting (Fight
big boss to unlock
equipment or mount
NFT)
- War Zone

Dungeon
- Play to earn 30% from
$HBT daily rewards

Get Hero NFT to

- Play to win and get new
Troop Cards
- New Troop Cards only
able to activate with

start the game

some $HP & $HBT Tokens

- Hero character NFT
collection
- Hero equipment NFT
collection
- Hero mount NFT
collection
- Hero army NFT
collection

Hero Box
Randoms 1 star hero card
Purchase with $HP

NFT
Mining
Game
Play

$HBT daily rewards

- Play to win and unlock
Hero Cards
- New Hero Cards only
able to activate with
some $HP & $HBT
Tokens

Marketplace
Transaction fees 5%
2.5%

Gamebox
Revenue
$HP

Burn
30%
Referral

PVP Arena
- Trophy ranking system
- Play to earn 30% from

70%
Burn

2.5%

Buyback
$HBT
to burn

Tradeable NFT
- Hero
- Equipment
- Mount
- Troops

Hall of Fusion
- Fuse to up heroes /
troops level
- Fuse same level heroes
/ troops
- Up level to unlock more
equipment slot
- Fuse Heroes + Equipment
to up skill levels

- Fuse Heroes + Mount to
up skill levels
- Every fusion required to
burn up some up $HBT
Token

Honor Hunting
- Player VS Boss
- Earn 30% $HBT Token
- Play to win and unlock
equipment / mount
- New equipment / mount
cards only able to
activate with some
$HP & $HBT Tokens

Warzone
- Earn 10% $HBT Token
- All players are divided
into 3 main empires
(SHU, WEI & WU)
- Each empires will ﬁght
against each other in a
group of 10 VS 10
- Group winner gain partial
of the $HBT rewards
- The empire which
accumulated with the
highest winning number
of group wars share the
ﬁnal pool grand prizes
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Deflationary Mechanism

11.1 Out-game Deflation

Token Tax

Marketplace Trading Fee

The token is built with transaction tax of 10%
during buy or sell. From there, half of the taxed
tokens will contribute to burn while another half
will be used on redistribution into the staking
pool.

Every transaction that transacts in the marketplace
will incur a charge of 5%. The 50% of the charges in
term of $HP (2.5%) will send to burn and another
2.5% will use to buyback $HBT to burn.

Card Revenue
Before the launch of the game, there will be a sale on the NFT hero card to kickstart the marketplace.
Hero Box can be purchased using $HP. The revenue that arises from the Hero Box, 100% of the $HP
will send to burn.

$HP Block Reward Deflationary
The block reward of the Staking will start on 1st month with 50 million $HP following by increment of 10million
every following month until it reaches 80 million $HP. Started from 7th month, the staking reward will have reduction rate of 7% for the upcoming months. The total staking rewards will be depleted on the 60th months. The
leftover of the staking supply will then send to burn.
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Gameplay Block Reward Deflationary
The block reward of the gaming contribution estimated to start on the 6th month and it will start to
inflate 20million $HP monthly for 6 months. After that, the gaming block reward will deflate 2% every
month and this block reward will encounter a double reduction rate for every 12 months interval. The
total rewards issued will be depleted at the 60 months. The leftover of the gaming supply will then
send to burn.

GAMING
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11.2 In-game Deflation

Card Activation

Fusion Maximiser

Every card earned during the game are compulsory

User need to consume an amount of $HBT while

to activate using $HBT and $HP in the Fusion

upgrading the card to the next level by combining

Hall.

two same star cards. Through these fusion activities,
it will burnout the $HBT and cards that being used in
the fusion process. These actions help to maintain
the circulating supply of the gaming cards and $HBT
on a healthy growth line and prevent overpopulated
situation.

Virtual Land Slot Activation

Battle Pass Activation

The land slot in the game is to increase the

The battle pass will rewards user with legendary NFT

number of troops to be placed in the ﬁeld. There

upon completing the full season quest. The activa-

is an amount of $HBT to consume during

tion of the Battle Pass will require an amount of $HP

activation of the slot. The collected $HBT will

to activate.

be burned.
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Private Round Token Sale Date

27th October 2021

Presale Round Token Sale Date

10th November 2021

Token Available for Private Round

300,000,000 $HP

Private Sale Price

1$HP = $0.02

Token Available for Presale Round

700,000,000 $HP

Presale Price

1$HP = $0.025

Token Ticker

$HP

Listing Date

1st of December 2021

Listing Exchange

Pancake Swap

Total Supply / Supply Available

10,000,000,000 $HP

Accepted Tokens

ETH(ERC20), USDT (ERC20), BNB (BEP20)

Token Listing Price

$0.03
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Vesting Period
Private (Lock 50%)

Presale (Lock 30%)

3%

7%

Supply（HP）

300,000,000

700,000,000

Price（USD）

0.02

0.025

Week

Private Sale

Presale

1st

150,000,000（Lock 50%）

2nd

150,000,000（Lock 50%）

Private/Presale Distribution (％)

Month

Year

OCT

3rd

350,000,000（Lock 30%）

4th

350,000,000（Lock 30%）

N OV

2022

DEC

25,000,000（unlock 8.33%）

35,000,000（unlock 5%）

JA N

25,000,000（unlock 8.33%）

35,000,000（unlock 5%）

FEB

25,000,000（unlock 8.33%）

35,000,000（unlock 5%）

MAR

25,000,000（unlock 8.33%）

35,000,000（unlock 5%）

APR

25,000,000（unlock 8.33%）

35,000,000（unlock 5%）

M AY

25,000,000（unlock 8.33%）

35,000,000（unlock 5%）
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Disclaimer

Restrictions On
Distribution & Dissemination
This paper is only available on the website and may not be redistributed, reproduced or passed on to
any other person or published, in part or in whole, for any purpose, without the prior, written consent
of Hero Park. The distribution or dissemination of this Whitepaper or any part thereof may be prohibited or
restricted by the laws, regulatory requirements and rules of any jurisdiction. In the case where any
restriction applies, you are to inform yourself about, and to observe, any restrictions which are applicable
to your possession of this Whitepaper or such part thereof (as the case may be) at your own expense
and without liability to Hero Park and/or the Distributor. Persons to whom a copy of this Whitepaper
has been distributed or disseminated, provided access to or who otherwise have the Whitepaper in
their possession shall not circulate it to any other persons, reproduce or otherwise distribute this
Whitepaper or any information contained herein for any purpose whatsoever nor permit or cause the
same to occur.

Risks & Uncertainties
Prospective purchasers of HP Token (as referred to in this Whitepaper) should carefully consider and
evaluate all risks and uncertainties associated with Hero Park, HP Token, the Distributor, merchants
and their respective businesses and operations. If any of such risks and uncertainties develops into
actual events, the business, ﬁnancial condition, results of operations and prospects of Hero Park
and/or the Distributor could be materially and adversely affected. In such cases, you may lose all or
part of the value of the HP Token.
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